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The purpose of this study was to investigate the attitudes ot Otology teachers towards the 

teaching- iearning process in seiected :Secondary schoois of Nyamaiya Division. Nyamira 

District Kenya 

The objectives of the study were; to determine the roie of teachers; attitudes on the teaching

iearning process. to whether teaching attitudes affecting negativeiy the teaching- ieaming 

process. and to investigate whether the teaching competencies affect the teaching- iearning 

process. 

The methods used for data coliection were questionnaires to the teachers and interview guide to 

the headmasters of the schoois which participated in the study. 

Findings indicated that teacher experience, quaiification of the teacher and the motivation of the 

teacher have a direct reiationship with the performance of students in bioiogy. 

Recommendations inciuded Government making facilities at schooi for bioiogy teachers to teach 

in a conducive environment in order to aid the better performance of bioiogy students in their 

schoois and that government shouid make sure that it facilitates unquaiified teachers to go for 

further studies to rmprove the academic achievement of students m bioiogy. 

vii! 



CH ... ~PTERONE 

!NTRO!lUCT!ON 

1.1 .Hackground ot the study 

w nile it is true that there are teachers whose attitudes are postttve towards the promotton ot good 

science teaching- teaming sttuations. tor most students. in many countries. the reaiity ot the 

schooi ciassroom consists of iessons where science is transmitted by their teachers. at best. as a 

set ot tacts, laws and data. 

1 he resuits brought about by bioiogy education researchers· pedagogicai experiments have good 

consequences oniy when rooted within the schooi as an institution (teacher. curricuium and 

defined pe<iagogicai practices) and within a particuiar context (cuiture. program. country). ~o. 

we conciude that there are no universai methods to modify thls situation. I hat is. there are a 

variety of science teaching styies as a resuit of the strong interaction existing between teaching 

attitudes and competencies. schooi and society. 

In what foiiows the researcher wiii iirst give a description and make some comments about 

current science teaching attitudes and competencies. trying to ciariiy some issues and bring 

forward some ideas being tested in different parts of the worid. Next. he discusses ways that 

couid iead to changes towards adequate teaching attitudes through both the training of future 

teachers and the in-service teacher education programs. 

The present discussion is mostiy iimite<i to secondary schooi bioiogy (science) teachers (15-us 

years oid pupiis_). but it appiies to primary teachers. without ioss of perspective. At the university 

!eve! research in sdenee education has been less extensive. Teachers have seldom been the 

object of studies in spite of wide recognition that there is room for -improvement. as evidenced by 

the new proposais to improve teaching at the university introductory ievei (_ i.e. f'owerfui ideas in 

bioiogicai science: a modei course. AAf'T. 1995_). Fens.ham ()992) mentions that secondary 

schooi teachers are more aware of their difficuities. seeking answers to cope with their and their 

students' probiems. w.hiie 
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umverstty ana college teachers nave a naiVe stanClmg m relation to wnat goes wrong m the 

classroom. J:Sllss ( 1 'J'JJ) says that chllaren nna sctence teammg mtncutt. ana we may aaa that 

teachers also nna sctence teachmg <U11tcutt. 

1.:l :Statement ot the problem 

1 he stuay Will mvesttgate the attltuaes ot biology teachers towaras the teachmg- tearnmg 

process m selectea :seconaary schools. t•rom the researcher's personal teachmg expenence. 

teacher atutuaes 1s a ~Jor mttuence m the acaaenuc pertormance m sctences espectatty btotogy 

ana yet tt' s not g.ven much attention. 1 his tac.lc ot attention to the most tmportant anve to high 

acaaenuc pertormance has anven the researcher to carry out the stuay. 

1.J l'urpose ot the :stuay 

Purpose ot the :stuay was to mvesttgate the attttuaes ot biology teachers towaras the teachmg

tearnmg process m setectea :seconaary schools ot Nyamruya Utvtston. Nyannra Utstnct K..enya. 

1.4 UbJecnves ot the :stuay 

1 he stuay spectncaHy sought to: 

1. ueternune the rote ot teachers· attttuaes on the teachmg- Iearnmg process 

L. ueternune whether teachmg atutuaes anectmg negatively the teachmg- tearnmg process 

3. ueternune whether the teachmg competenctes attect the teachmg- learnmg process 

1.5 Kesearcb (1uestions 

1. What ts the rote ot teachers' attttuaes on the teachmg-tearnmg process·! 

L. How ao the teachmg atutuaes anect negauvety the teachmg- tearnmg process·! 

3 . How ao the teachmg competencies anect the teachmg- tearnmg process·! 

1.b :scope ot the :stuay 

1 he stuay mvesttgatea the atutuaes ot biology teachers towaras the teachmg- 1earnmg process. u 

was cameo out m selectea :seconaary schools ot Nyamruya Utvtston. Nyannra Utstnct K..enya. 
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The studv was limited to the soecitic objectives of the study outlined in 1.3 .2 above. lt took 

place between January 2010 to August 2010. 

1. 7 Simiticance ot' the Study 

This studv will benefit the tollowing disciplines: 

Provide intormation that can be used by Ministry of Education policy makers to identitY attitudes 

that can be associated more with high nertonnance in biology among students. 

Increase awareness of the Head teachers. Board of Governors and PTA and Teachers on attitudes 

associated with high nertonnance in biology. 

1n brief the biology teacher nertonnance will be reviewed. priority areas tor improvement will be 

identified and improvement plan containing objectives mav be developed tor each Prioritv area. 



2.1 Conceotual t·ramework 

( 
\ 
\ 

Society 

-SeM:t Training Pro~ 

r~ .. ~""'..; ...... -r"""';,.,;"'f'" 'P~~"!." 
u u 

C'H A PTF.V TWO 

l .ITRV ATITVF. VF.VIF.W 

School 

TeachEr Competencits 

\ 

l 
I 

The word attitude (from Latin aotus) is defined within the framework of social osvchology as a 

subjective or mental oreoaration tor action. lt defines outward and visible oostures and human 

beliets. Attitudes determine what each individual will see. hear . think and do. They are rooted in 

exoerience and do not become automatic routine conduct. 

Attitude means the individual's urevailinsz tendency to resoond tavorablv or untavorablv to an 

obiect (oerson or szrouo of oeoole. institutions or events). Attitudes can be oositive (values) or 

negative (urejudice). Social -psycholof!ists distinguish and study three comoonents of the 

resoonses: a) comitive comTJonent. which is the knowledge about an attitude object. whether 

accurate or not: b) affective comTJonent: feelings towards the object and c) conative or behavioral 

comTJonent. which is the action taken towards the ob1ect. 

We understand that in most situations the three comoonents aooear concomitantly to shaoe 

teachers' classroom oostures. through a direct and indirect interaction between society. school 

and teachers. tollowinsz the model oresented above. Leite ( 1994) raises ouestions about how does 

society see the need tor change. what are its demands. what is considered modern. and how do 
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Table 1-A lists seven tvues of teachine attitudes. e:rouoed into three classes (a. b and c) which 

mav characterize teacher's traits as will be discussed in the results. Table 1-B represents teacher's 

comoetencies. which combined in ditlerent wavs and weiehts. could eive an understandine of 

teachers' behavior(s) in the classroom. Teachers have a decisive role (+/-) in anv educational 

retorm and their competencies do not automatica11v insure oositive attitudes towards the teachine 

process. 

TABLE l: Teachin2 Attitudes and Comoetencies 

Classes 

c 

l -A Teachin2 Attitudes 
i. Lack of confidence about 
subiect content 
ii. Provider of established 
knowledee 
iii. Prioritizing manipulation 
of bioloeical svmbols. 
iv. Resistance to curricular 
and methodoloeical 
innovations. 
v T .AI"lr nf l"nhPrPni"P 

between classroom practices 
and expressed educational 
hPJipfc;: 

vi. Lack of commitment 
towards eood learnine. 
vii. Make believe teaching: 
doine what can be done not 
what should be done. 

l - B Teachin2 Comoetencies 

'\ 'T'l-. o .-nl o n f'tl. o h;n l n ""' J..,l,_.,...,t _.. •. .., 
-- ---- - --- -- - - ----- oo~ -------- - .~ 

2. The understanding of the nature of 
science 

'l 'T'l.o .-n l o n f' l.; ... t_...,..., nf' h;nl n n-" 
- - -------- - - ----- .~ -- ----- oo~ · 

4. Psycho-pedagogical understanding 
of students' learnine processes. 
cognition and mental models. 

6. Actualization in Science, 
Technoloi.!V and Societv (STS) issues 
7. Critical use of new and old 
technoloities (printed. video. 
multimedia. software. W W W. etc.) 
8. Bioloev Academic New Curricula 
9. Knowledge of results obtained in the 
field of Research in Bioloev .Education 



2.3 Teachin!! attitudes affectin!! nwativelv the leamin!! orocess 

Teachers' lack of confidence due to ooor conceptual and phenomenological biology foundations. 

In manv countries around the world the number of lav science teachers is hi!!h. and manv of 

those that have undergone formal education are not readv for the iob. 

The fact that most teachers most of the time behave as information providers (Brown. 1982). The 

basic model of teaching in this case is: a) soontaneous: (b) belief that all students are identical 

and readv to follow same tvoe of instruction: © acceptance of models the teachers were taught: 

and (d) lack of readiness about students' forms oflearning and thought. (Hallbawchs.1975). 

Biology teachers have a tacit understanding. stronclv shared bv the students that the imoortant 

aspects of biology have to do with manipulation of mathematical svmbols. At Primarv and 

secondarv levels this is done at the exoense of a better treatment of phenomenology and 

intuition. seldom treated with (when adeauate and oossible) formal theorv. There is an 

epistemological separation between theorv and practice and the teachers' oerformance in the 

teaching of science and mathematics. as the result of their training at the universitv. as discussed 

bv Ciscar 0990) and Rvu 0987). 

Teachers do not carrv out innovations of new curricula and methodologies. Partlv due to 

entrenched beliefs about teaching science as tellinl! science. instead of teaching as a process. 

science as a wav of'thinkinl!. Good practices in biology teaching are exoected to promote critical 

thinking (Arons. 1990). problem solving abilities and readiness for data interpretations as well as 

good communication skills. Via non-explicit forms of action. teachers' attitudes indicate the lack 

of confidence to implement new proiects and passively reiect new methods and technologies. 

Reav (1975) savs that one of the reasons for this attitude could be due to the little time allowed 

for preparation within the teacher's working dav. Another explanation could be the teacher's 

versonal stvle in the interpretation of curricula. content and oedagogv (Sacristan. 1989. Gallard 

and Gallagher. 94). Studies carried out in Brazil (Garrido eta! .. 1991) indicate that teachers show 

little interest and lack of compromise towards innovation in school. 



The lack of coherence between the teachers' classroom attitudes and their exnressed belief on 

active methods of interaction. Black (1989) reoorted a studv made in a bioloev classroom were 

the teacher stromzlv believed in his abilitv to conduct an interactive science class. When 

observed. he was talking to the class 90% of the time. Activitv dominated learning situation 

studies show that students listen to the instructor more than 50% of the laboratorv 

time.(Hegarthv-Hazel. 1990). Bliss and Ogborn (1977) did a naturalistic studv and reoorted 43 

stories about the science laboratorv. More than half of the students had bad recalls from their 

laboratorv work. Carvalho (1992). mentions the dichotomv between the liberal discourse in 

oooosition to reoressinl! action that dominates the teacher training courses. A studv of the beliefs 

and ooinions of science teachers (biologv. nhvsics.chemistrv and mathematics) about the nature 

of science and science education (Souza Barros et al.. 1987) indicated that though ohvsics 

teachers were less dogmatic about the nature of science and aooroved curricular modifications 

and active methods in the classroom. their standing in the classroom indicated otherwise. 

Koulaidis (1987) found that science teachers' nedal!ol!ical oositions are auite traditional. l!ivinl! 

great emohasis to oresentation of knowledge and ouoils' abilities to think in abstract terms. 

Teachers tend to see school failure as a result of the socio-nsvcholol!ical deorivation due to 

social conditions of child and familv. Low exnectations for these students generate noor teaching 

nractices. Therefore. the tendencv to nut the resoonsibilitv of their (teachers) ineffectual 

oerformance on the students (Silva et al. 1987: Carvalho and Gil- Perez: Alves. 1993: Mazotti. 

1994). 

Last. but not least. the conditions under which teachers work. Professional and social status: 

school infrastructure. ooor libraries. laboratories. safetv conditions. etc .• create new variables that 

(re)define the attitudes of even the most devoted and well oreoared teacher. The analvsis made 

bv a secondary teacher (Cedrez. 1993) that comes from a countrv that enforces the 

imolementation of official curricula via rel!ular insnections of the classrooms) nresents a good 

t>icture about what goes on in the classroom. - . .. the official bioloJ!V curriculum cannot be 

accomvlished with the basic biolof!Y foundations the students brim! from ear/'v school vears. So. I 

need to train the students to do oroblems. instead of" heloinf! them to understand ohenomena and 

learn biolof!Y. 
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2.4 Teachinl!: Competencies 

Pointing out some of the negative aspects. allows defining actions to change the general picture. 

There is good agreement (Baird et al. 1991) that teachers who are seldom asked to reflect uoon 

their own teaching could be no more than mere repetitors of book material. Since teachers have a 

major role in anv education reform thev should be solicited to understand new prooosals and to 

participate in their formulation. to analvze their perlormance and modifv their behavior. their 

versonal conceptions on how to teach and what to teach. Most teachers. influenced bv how thev 

were taught tend to replicate the model. 

The set of competencies presented below. necessarv but not sufficient to insure good teaching -

learning procedures is bv no means complete. but there is high consensus about it within the 

communi tv of scholars. 

The role of the phvsics laboratorv (objectives. processes. outcomes). In spite of much that has 

been said and the perception that practical work has a Prioritv role for the teaching-learning 

process of sciences its effect is not well established. mainlv because manv teachers are 

teclmicallv incompetent and lack fundamental comoonents. Science objectives at the 

fundamental level carmot be separated from laboratorv science objectives (Nedelskv. 1965: Elia. 

1981). 

The understanding of the nature of science (the construction of scientific knowledge) and the 

conceptual masterv of content in classical. modem biology and information about frontier 

biology. 

These two aspects carmot be separated. as is done in most courses. Both reouire emphasis and 

should be integrated from the beginning. Thev are recognized bv the teachers as major aspects in 

need of much improvement. One aspect that needs research is the role that teaching theorv plavs 

in learning (private discussions. J. Ogborn and I. Martins). Several studies ooint out that the 

biolof!V tau2ht and the biolo!!ist's biolof!V have little in common (i.e.Hallbwachs.1975: Vianna. 

1993). 



The role of history of biology. As Jenkins (1994) puts it: a radical appraisal of science education 

is necessary. Nowadays it has become an international phenomena to introduce historical and 

philosophical insights into science education. This topic is discussed in the first part of this 

chapter. 

Cognitive and social psychology, linguistics and anthropology . What is the effect on teaching 

strategies of theories learned in the education courses at the university ? The present domination 

and the acceptance of constructivism, as the only correct teachinf! paradiJ!II!; the scarce 

understanding of the true meaning of the word (Moreira, 1991) as well as the framework of 

learning theories as applied to real classes, only adds to the confusion that has permeated the 

teaching process along the last 20 years. Zanarini (1992) discusses what conceptions of 

knowledge are basic to the performance of scientific activities, exploring the complexity of the 

processes by which scientific knowledge is built and their relationships with the effective domain 

of common-sense knowledge. He examines the implications for totally constructivist 

perspectives of science learning, especially in the frrst years of schooling. Derek (1990). in 

discussing the relations between language, knowledge and psychological development that deal 

with shared building knowledge, mentions three aspects: a) power and control of the teacher in 

the construction of knowledge by their students; b) contextualization of language in the school 

and c) relations between discourse in the classroom and knowledge. 

Evaluation . There is a need to understand and apply both Qualitative and Quantitative evaluation 

modes. Since many teachers have not had formal studies on the subiect they mainly evaluate 

their students for promotion. Little conceptual knowledge is verified. Poorly constructed and 

mainly not validated instruments, that mostly reflect the knowledge as passed bv the teacher in 

factual form. are used. The consequence is that many students do poorly in external evaluation as 

evidenced bv the results obtained in university entrance examinations, science literacy surveys, 

etc. Qualitative evaluation as presented bv White and Gunstone (1992) propose the use of 

instruments developed for researches in science education. as vrobes for the teacher to follow the 

learning that is taking place along instruction. 

Actualization in Science. Technology and Society (STS) issues. New curricular approaches are 

needed to discuss the significance of science and technology for the citizen of our times (Souza 

Q 
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Barros, 1991, Dal Pian, 1991, Krasilchick, 1991). Excellent programs have been devised and 

applied, so far in small scale, like PLON (Holland), GREF (Brasil), SISCON, SA TIS (England). 

Most of the latest editions of current physics textbooks introduce the discussion of STS. Popular 

science publications provide interesting and useful information. 

Critical use of new and old educational technologies (laboratory, printed, video, multimedia. 

software, WWW, etc.). Many teachers do not have access to didactic materials and modem 

educational technologies. In many instances, the way innovations are introduced does not 

contribute to acceptance. The modernization of the school does not necessarily mean acquisition 

of new materials, last generation educational technologies, etc. This aspect belongs to actuality 

and because of the exponential growth of knowledge, the implementation in large scale should 

be based in careful research of the educational impact of new technologies. For Mitchell and De 

Jong, (1990) and Thornton (93), good learning requires constant variation in the purposeful 

intellectual activities of the learner and a wide ranf,!e of pedaJ!OJ!ical stratef,!ies. 

Biology Academic New Curricula. In the present world, dominated by a scientific and 

technological culture, the debate over informal and formal (academic) curricula should be 

thought in terms of : a) the introduction of modem biology and new ideas to deal with classical 

biology; b) new approaches to contextualize old curricula in the light of new methodologies and 

c) making better profit of the information obtained via informal sources : video, television and 

radio broadcast; books and journals, software's and multimedia. museums, exhibits, etc. 

Knowledge of results obtained in the field of Research in biological Education. Probably this is 

the area that offers the richest of possibilities to modify current teaching practices. Many 

teachers do not have access to the specific literature: there is a need for publication of journals, 

bulletins specifically designed to divulge results and instruments used in research, summaries of 

new books, courseware, video, multimedia. experiments, etc. Is expected that the availability of 

computer networks in the future could help partially to solve this problem. 

2.5 Actions for teacher's attitudes chane:e 

We stress once more a teacher's profile as an active agent, constructing perspectives and taking 

action. He/she should be encouraged to strengthen his/her capabilities to make J!OOd educational 
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decisions. The physics teacher could not solely be responsible for the (in) significant learning of 

biology that goes on in many schools. 

Teachers' styles, and mainly their attitudes, are strong context outcomes, rooted in experience 

and do not become automatic routine conducts, in the sense that they are developed via very 

slow interactions (action/reaction) and become well established constructs for each individual 

only after some time. In that sense attitudes can be modified only by each individual, when 

he/she becomes aware, via elements and evidence, that new postures would be better to deal with 

the world around. We agree with Carr's (1990) statement that professional change and 

educational change are two strongly related problems. 

So we could argue about the possibility to modify teaching attitudes by means of teaching 

programs, as we believe to be true when we teach specific competencies in the pre-service 

courses. On the other hand, we need to worry about teachers' negative attitudes since they affect 

a large number of the student population. As quoted by Lederman (1995), science illiteracy is 

very high, ranging up to 90% (developed and developing countries). 

According to Nemser-Feinman and Floden (in Wittrock, 1986) teachers go through three stages 

when they start teaching: adequacy, mastery and impact awareness of the effect of their teachinf! 

on the students. Pre-service courses should prepare the future teacher for adequacy and mastery. 

In-service programs should help the teacher to actualize their knowledge with the acquisition of 

adequate instruments and methodologies to solve problems. Solomon et a!. (1995) state that 

science teachers more than most, require an entitlement to ref!Ular re-traininf! in school time, 

this in addition to pre-service traininf!. 

In order to discuss the possible functions of pre- and in-service training programs for teachers we 

will refer to the classification about attitudes and competencies, given in Table I. 

In our opinion, the teachers belonging to group c are obviously a missinf! case, as far as the 

teaching programs are concerned, since the system has injured them deeply and the efficiency of 

actions taken to retrieve their interest in teaching is frequently low and wasteful. Most 

experiences show that individuals in this group do not believe in the educational system, are 

skeptical in relation to the students and tend to drop out of actualization programs, when they, 
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voluntarily or not. engage in them. Paradoxically. those teachers that belong in this category are 

either very conscious or very naive in political terms. but the fact is that only structural and 

professional conditions define to a large extent their attitudes and beliefs. reflecting in negative 

teaching practices and their consequent behavior in the classroom (Sacristan. 1989. Leite. 1994). 

Teachers belonging to group (a) are sensitive to training programs. because those attitudes are 

closely related to the lack of some specific teaching competence. If pre-/in-service teaching 

programs are to be successful providing such competencies. then teachers would likely either not 

show negative attitudes or would modify them as reQuired. 

Group (b) presents a challenge for the in-service course. Teachers in this group are generally 

mature and have good teaching ideas and beliefs. together with unsystematic practices. These 

teachers need refreshing for competence rebuilding. so their attitudes may be modified by the 

appropriate in-service programs which take into consideration these favorable conditions. The 

existence of group (b) indicates the necessity to pay more attention to pre-service teacher' s 

education (Elia. 1993). As pointed out by Krasilchik (79). pedagogical practices of the pre

service courses do not modify significantly pedagogical practices in primary and secondary 

schools. Rvu (1987) conducted a survey among Japanese teachers. about their opinion of the pre

service educational programs they had at the university in preparation for their future 

professional performance. The maiority of the teachers indicated that the pre-service teachers' 

programs (courses. procedures and models) were. at best. of some use to prepare them for 

teaching. 

On the other hand it is necessary to pay attention to what the in-service programs have to offer. 

Most of them run pilot courses. didactic materials are constantly reinvented. financial support is 

mainly temporary. depending on funds and proiects. On the positive side it can be mentioned that 

they provide teachers with new approaches and methods. present current literature and 

educational technologies and lead the teachers to reflect upon their practices. More efficient 

models of in-service programs involve cooperative research in the classroom (see. for example 

Carvalho and Gil -Perez. 1993). 
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As already stated in the introduction we do not believe in drastic changes and universal recipes. 

Effective actions to solve the problem of teachers' inadequacies are relative to given contexts and 

begin by the professional recognition of the teacher. One basic aspect to improve classroom 

practice is simple: to allow the teacher to identify and reflect about the aspects in their practice 

that need change. Teachers should be directly involved in defining priorities about what are their 

real problems and able to select appropriate solutions. (Tobin., 88, Hewson and Hewson, 1988). It 

is easy to establish objectives and policies in education but the implementation of real change 

teaching strategies in order to put into practice contemporary school reform involves high risks 

for the teachers and financial costs for the schools (Bybee, 1995). It is also important to analyze 

the consequences of teachers' attitudes. Pre-service courses can benefit from that knowledge and 

guide the selection of courses and methodologies to insure a good foundation for the future 

teachers. One possible way to permit a critical evaluation could be putting together the two 

groups (teachers and students) during the undergraduate training period of the future teachers. 



CHAPTF.R THRF.F. 

MF.THOTlOI .Or.V 

3.1 Research Desip 

This study was a descriptive cross section survey. The objective of descriptive research is to 

accurately portray a profile of persons, situations or events (Saunders et al, 2000). It is not 

possible to access all the information in all the districts, so the researcher obtained information 

from a representative sample from Nyamaiya Division. 

3.2 Research Population/ Tal'l!et Population 

The study was carried out in Nyamira secondary school and some neighboring secondary 

schools. The study targeted students and teachers. 

3.3 Sample and samplin2 Procedures 

After the research proposal was approved, the researcher obtained a letter of introduction from 

the faculty of social sciences to facilitate in the data collection exercise. The letter was presented 

to the town authorities before the questionnaires are administered. Participants will be assured 

of confidentiality. Questionnaires were administered and interviews conducted. The data was 

sorted, categorized and analyzed. Conclusions and recommendations were made. 

~.4 Re~e,.r<'h Instruments 

Questionnaires were used to get the Teachers' perceptions and opinions. 

A documentary review gnide was also used. The instruments ware developed basing on the 

research questions. 

3.5 Research procedure 

The study used two methods of collecting the information that is qualitative and quantitative 

procedure. 

Quantitative analysis: Data was edited and categorized according to the research variables. 

Quantitative data generated from questionnaires was computed into frequency courts and 

percentages. 
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Qualitative analysis: Data from semi structured observations and in depth interviews were not 

standardized hence did not require categorization. Such data was presented in a descriptive form 

and was used to discuss the results of quantitative data. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

Data analysis was done using MS Excel 2007 fStatistical package) for the quantitative data. 

Data was tabulated using frequency counts and percentages. 

Qualitative data was analyzed basing on themes derived from objectives of study. The 

information got from the qualitative data was used to supplement and complement that which 

was obtained from quantitative data. 

~. 7 F.tltie" I eon~irlerntion 

ThP. P.thic.Rl eonsiclP.r,tion in this rteseRreh wRs eonsicltertecl when thP. rP.SP.RrehP.r "ssnrtecl thP. 

respondents of the confidentiality of the information they were giving out. This was to assure 

them that the research was for academic purposes only and it would not be used for any other 

3.8 Limitations of the study 

The researcher came up with the following limitations during the study; 

Financial constraints: There is no sponsor for research at Kampala International University and 

so the researcher had to foot the whole bill herself which was not easy. 

Time: The time required to finish the research was very limited and almost the job of writing this 

study impossible. 
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C.H A PTF.R FOTTR 

DTSC.TTSSTON OF FTNnTN~S ANn TNTF.RPRF.T A TTONS 

4.1 Chapter overview 

This chapter is a presentation, interpretation and discussion of the field results. The results are 

presented in tables and in form of freQuency counts and percentages. The results and discussions 

are centered on the set obiectives of the study. 

4.2 Demouaphic Characteristics of Respondents 

The study covered 50 randomly selected respondents of whom 40(80%) are male and 1 0(20%) 

Table 1: Below shows respondents a£e brackets 

Age brackets Frequency Percentage 

20-25 5 10 

26-30 15 30 

31-35 15 30 

36-40 10 20 

40 -Above 5 10 

Total 50 100 

The table 1 above shows that the maiority of respondents 60% were in the age brackets of26-30 

~nil ~1-~~ 

The findings therefore indicated that the maiority of the teachers where experienced enough to 

teach the students in biology. 
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4.3 Role of teachers' attitudes on the teaching- learning process 

Alexander and Simmon (1980) say that teachers' attitudes is more associated with achievement 

of students only at the Secondary level and further research is necessitated. 

The findings on the role of teachers' attitudes on the teaching- learning process are presented in 

tahle TT and chart TT helow. 

Table II: Role of teachers' attitudes on the teaching- learning process 

Not 

Item Agree sure Disagree 

1 Biology teachers Lack of confidence about subject content 

51% 9% 40% 

2 Biology teachers Lack of commitment towards good 

learning 59% 19% 30% 

3 Biology teachers offer Resistance to curricular and 

methodological innovations 54% 16% 30% 
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Chart I: Role of teachers' attitudes on the teaching- learning process 

Results from the table II and chart I indicate 59% of respondents are of the view that Biology 

teachers Lack of commitment towards good learning. On the other hand 54% of the respondents 

are of the view that Biology teachers offer Resistance to curricular and methodological 

innovations. More still, 51% the respondents are of the view that Biology teachers Lack of 

confidence about subject content 

The findings therefore stresses the point that if teachers have a negative attitude towards the 

su~ject, it will result in the low academic achievement by the students. 
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4.4 Teachine; attitudes affectine; nee;atively the teachine;- leamine; process 

Teachers should have high mastery of subject content by going through formal education, which 

is beyond the level of his students (Psacharopolous 1985) this is supported by Caillods (1989) 

who found teachers with more post secondary education to achieve more with their students than 

teachers with less post secondary education. 

The findings on the status of teaching attitudes affecting negatively the teaching- learning 

process are presented in table II below; 

Table ill: Teachin~~: attitudes affectin~~: nee;atively the teachine;- leamine: process 

Items Agree Not Disagree 

sure 

1 Teachers' lack of confidence due to poor conceptual 

and phenomenological biology foundations 70% 10% 20% 

2 Teachers do not carry out innovations of new 

curricula and methodologies 30% 12% 58% 

3 Teachers tend to see school fuilure as a result of the 

socio-psychological deprivation due to social 54% 10% 36% 

conditions of child and family. 

4 The lack of coherence between the teachers' 
classroom attitudes and tl1eir expressed belief on 

active methods of interaction. 

60% 7% 33% 

lQ 
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Chart n:: Teaching attitudes affecting negatively the teaching- learning process 

The results from table III show that 700/o of the respondents are of the opinion that Teachers' lack 

of confidence due to poor conceptual and phenomenological biology foundations. 60% of the 

respondents are of the view the lack of coherence between the teachers' classroom attitudes and 

their expressed belief on active methods of interactions. Furthermore 54% of the respondents are 

of the view that Teachers tend to see school failure as a result of the socio-psychological 

deprivation due to social conditions of child and family 

However, 58% of the respondents disagreed with the statement that Teachers do not carry out 

innovations of new curricula and methodologies. 

The same views were echoed by the head teachers who were interviewed on the same issues. 

From questionnaire responses interviews and observations it was evidenced that Teaching 

attitudes affecting negatively the teaching- learning process 

The above findings are in line with the findings of Black (89) who in a study reported a study 

made in a biology classroom were the teacher strongly believed in his ability to conduct an 
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interactive science class. When observed. he was talking to the class 90% of the time. Activity 

dominated learning situation studies show that students listen to the instructor more than 50% of 

the laboratory time.(Hegarthy-Hazel, 90). Bliss and Ogborn (77) did a naturalistic study and 

reported 43 stories about the science laboratory. More than half of the students had bad recalls 

from their laboratory work. Carvalho (92), mentions the dichotomy between the liberal discourse 

in opposition to repressing action that dominates the teacher training courses. A study of the 

beliefs and opinions of science teachers (biology ,physics, chemistry and mathematics) about the 

natnre of science and science education (Souza Barros et a!., 87) indicated that though biology 

teachers were less dogmatic about the natnre of science and approved curricular modifications 

and active methods in the classroom, their standing in the classroom indicated otherwise. 

Koulaidis (87) found that science teachers' pedagogical positions are quite traditional, giving 

great emphasis to presentation of knowledge and pupils' abilities to think in abstract terms. 

4.5 Teachin~ competencies and the teachin~- learnin~ process 

There is good agreement (Baird eta!, 1991) that teachers who are seldom asked to reflect upon 

their own teaching could be no more than mere repetitions of book material. Since teachers have 

a maior role in any education reform they should be solicited to understand new proposals and to 

participate in their formulation, to analyze their performance and modify their behavior, their 

personal conceptions on how to teach and what to teach. Most teachers, influenced by how they 

were taught tend to replicate the model. 

The findings on the status of Teaching competencies and the teaching- learning process are 

presented in table IV below; 
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Table IV: Teaehine competencies and the teachine-learnine; process 

Items Agree Not Disagree 

sure 

1 Biology teachers lack Knowledge of results obtained in 

the field of Research in Biology Education. 72% - 28% 

2 Biology teachers lack Critical use of new and old 

educational technologies 60% 2% 38% 

3 Biology teachers lack Actualization in Science, 

Technology and Society (STS) issues. 60% - 40% 

4 Biology teachers lack_ the understanding of the nature of 

science and the conceptual mastery of content Ill 56% 4% 40% 

classical, modem biology and information about frontier 

biology. 

Chart III: Teacbine; competencies and the teacbine- learnine process 

Results from table IV and chart III show that 72% of the respondents agreed with the statement 

that Biology teachers lack Knowledge of results obtained in the field of Research in Biology 

Education. Also 60% of the respondents with the view that Biology teachers lack Actualization 
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in Science. Technology and Society (STS) issues. More still another 60% were also of the view 

that Biology teachers lack Critical use of new and old educational technologies. 

The finding therefore stress that the incompetence of teachers is the maior cause of lack of 

academic achievement in biology. 

Many teachers do not have access to didactic materials and modem educational technologies. In 

many instances. the way innovations are introduced does not contribute to acceptance. The 

modernization of the school does not necessarily mean acQuisition of new materials, last 

generation educational technologies, etc. This aspect belongs to actuality and because of the 

exponential growth of knowledge the implementation in large scale should be based in careful 

research of the educational impact of new technologies. For Mitchell and De Jong, (1990) and 

Thornton (1993). good learning reQuires constant variation in the purposeful intellectual 

activities of the Ieamer and a wide range of pedagogical strategies. 
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C'H A PTF.R FTVI?. 

SUMMARY. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 Chauter overview 

The study looked at the attitudes of biology teachers towards the teaching- learning process in 

selected Secondary schools of Nyarnaiya Division. Nyarnira District Kenya. In an attempt to 

achieve the above. three objectives were developed. This chapter presents the snmmarv. 

conclusions and recommendations of the findings 

5.1 Summary Of The Maior Findings 

The first objective sought to investigate the role of teachers' attitudes on the teaching- learning 

process. The study focused on Biology teachers Lack of confidence about subject content. 

Biology teachers Lack of commitment towards good learning, and Biology teachers offer 

Resistance to curricular and methodological innovations 

The findings revealed that 51% of the resoondents agreed with the fust statement. 59% of the 

resoondents agreed with the second statement. and 54% of the resoondents agreed with the third 

The second objective sought to investigate the teaching attitudes affecting negatively the 

teaching- learning process. The study focused on how Teachers' lack of confidence due to poor 

conceptual and phenomenological biology foundations. how Teachers tend to see school failure 

as a result of the socio-psychological deprivation due to social conditions of child and family, 

and how The lack of coherence between the teachers' classroom attitudes and their expressed 

hP:liP:f on $l~tivP: mP:thor1<: of intP:rn~tion 

The findings revealed that 70% of the resoondents agreed with the first statement. 54% of the 

respondents agreed with the second statement. and 60% of the resoondents agreed with the third 
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The third obiective sought to investigate the Teaching competencies and the teaching- learning 

process. The study focused on biology teachers lack Knowledge of results obtained in the field of 

Research in Biology Education. Biology teachers lack Critical use of new and old educational 

technologies. Biology teachers lack Actualization in Science. Technology and Society (STS) 

issues and lastly Biology teachers lack the understanding of the nature of science and the 

conceptual mastery of content in classical. modem biology and information about frontier 

biology 

The findings revealed that 72% of the respondents agreed with the first statement. 60% of the 

respondents agreed with the second statement. and another 60% also agreed with the third 

statement and 56% of the respondents agreed with the fourth statement 

~-~ ~onc-ln~ion 

The findings revealed that the respondents were in agreement with the following statements; 

Biology teachers Lack of confidence about subiect content. Biology teachers Lack of 

commitment towards good learning, and Biology teachers offer Resistance to curricular and 

methodological innovations 

The findings revealed that the respondents were in agreement with the following statements; 

Teachers' lack of confidence due to poor conceptual and phenomenological biology foundations, 

Teachers tend to see school failure as a result of the socio-psychological deprivation due to 

social conditions of child and family. and The lack of coherence between the teachers' classroom 

attitudes and their expressed belief on active methods of interaction 

The findings revealed that the respondents were in agreement with the following statements; 

Biology teachers lack Knowledge of results obtained in the field of Research in Biology 

Education, Biology teachers lack Critical use of new and old educational technologies, Biology 

teachers lack Actualization in Science, Technology and Society (STS) issues and lastly Biology 

teachers lack the understanding of the nature of science and the conceptual mastery of content in 

classical. modem biology and information about frontier biology. 



•t4 RP<>ommPnil,.tionq 

1. The government should construct facilities at school for biology teachers to teach in a 

conducive environment in order to aid the better performance of biology students in their 

oP.hnnl• 

2. The government should have a policy in place that encourages the taking up of biology 

subject especially to the female students who at times think they are not good enough for the 

subject 

1 GnvPmm<mt •hnnltl f,..-,i]itMP tf'<lP.hf'N tn fhrthPr thPir PnHP.Rtinn in nrtlf'r tn hPttf'r t"""h thP 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS 

Dear respondent, 

I am a student of Kampala International University carrying out an academic research on the 

topic "the attitudes of biology teachers towards the teaching- learning process in selected 

Secondary schools ofNyamaiya Division, Nyamira District Kenya." You have been randomly 

selected to participate in the study and are therefore kindly requested to provide an appropriate 

answer by either ticking the best option or give explanation where applicable. The answers 

provided will only be used for academic purposes and will be treated with utmost confidentiality. 

NB: do not write your name anywhere on this paper. 

A) Personal Information 

1. GENDER 

n-~--- 1 -

D .l"I;;U!CUI;; D 

2.AGE 

20-25 26-30 
.---, 
LJ 

31-35 35 and above LJ 

Evaluate the followin2 statements usin2 the followin2; 

I Not"'-"' I Disagree I Agr~~ 
12 I 1 
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B) Role of teachers' attitudes on the teaching- learning process 

l. Biology teachers Lack of confidence about subject content? 

Agree Not sure c=J Disagree 

2. Biology teachers Lack of commitment towards good learning? 

Agree Not sure c=J Disagree 

3. Biology teachers offer Resistance to curricular and methodological innovations? 

Agree Not sure c=J Disagree 

C) Teaching attitudes affecting negatively the teaching- learning process 

5. Teachers' lack of confidence due to poor conceptual and phenomenological biology 

foundations. 

Agree Not sure c=J Disagree 

6. Teachers do not carry out innovations of new curricula and methodologies 

Agree c=J Not sure c=J Disagree c=J 

7. Teachers tend to see school failure as a result of the socio-psychological deprivation due to 

social conditions of child and family? 

Agree c=J Not sure c:=J Disagree 

8. The lack of coherence between the teachers' classroom attitudes and their expressed belief on 

active methods of interaction. 

Agree Not sure c:=J Disagree 
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C) Teaching competencies and the teaching- teaming process 

9. Biology teachers lack Knowledge of results obtained in the field of Research in Biology 

Education. 

Agree Not sure CJ Disagree 

10. Biology teachers lack Critical use of new and old educational technologies 

Agree CJ Not sure CJ Disagree CJ 

11 . Biology teachers lack Actualization in Science, Technology and Society (STS) issues. 

Agree Not sure CJ Disagree 

12. Biology teachers lack_the understanding of the nature of science (the construction of 

scientific knowledge) and the conceptual mastery of content in classical, modem biology and 

information about frontier biology. 

Agree CJ Not sure CJ Disagree 

THANK YOU 
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